
1.3 LESSON OUTLINE

Play video 1.3
Have your students determine important events (and symbols to remember them) to add to fabric
respresentation of their Winter Count using the Activity 1.2 worksheet.
Ask your students to think about pictures and symbols that are important to them that they can
use to decorate their cardboard wrap boxes. Emphasize that they should draw from their own
cultural roots and not symbols from another culture.

Have students design and draw their own history on their fabric from the provided supplies NOTE:
they might want to draft it out on a separate piece of paper before drawing it on their fabric
For the wrap box design, encourage your students to try using symbols to represent abstract
traits about themselves and what they enjoy. 

Review audience etiquette with the class
Invite each student to share their pictures and/or wrap box designs
Following each share, ask the observing students to share encouraging thoughts

Invite your students to complete the journal entry in response to Activity 1.3

EXPLORE:

CREATE:

SHARE: 

JOURNAL:

ACTIVITY 1.3:  Telling Your Story Through Pictures

explore self-expression and storytelling through images.
create and share their Winter Counts and parfleche decorations to convey their story to an
audience
develop appreciation for alternative methods of story-telling

OBJECTIVES: Students will...

Activity 1.3 worksheet
Reflection Journal 1.3 worksheet
Fabric and pencil for Winter Count representation
Cardboard wrap box (the box all supplies came in)

PROVIDED MATERIALS:
Markers, pens, crayons, paints, etc.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS:

Video 1.3 - Telling Your Story Through Pictures
This video will showcase two anthropologists examining and discussing historical Lakota
Winter Counts. The video will also highlight the importance of symbolism and iconography in
oral tradition. Students will then be challenged to complete the activity, share it with others,
and reflect on the experience in the provided journal worksheet.

VIDEOS: 

Oceti Sakowin & Dakota Players Theatre Experience


